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Introductions and Welcome
Professor Raffi Amil
Academic Director, Goergen Entrepreneurial Management Program
W liarton School
Inlrodiielion o f W harton Business Plan Committee IMemhers
1:45

Team I: Biometrix Secure Phone
Team 2: Designware
Team 5 : ( icnoma: Ccnomie AnIi;«”nin•
n; Clinic

Team 4: Kirpan, Inc.
3:05

Afternoon Break

3:20

Team 5:
Team 6:
Team 7:
Team 8:

5:00

OrangeMarketing
ProtoCell
ToSeareh
ViraCore

Bemarks and keynote Address
Remarks: Professor Andrew Metrick, Finance Department. Wharton School
Keynote: Josh Kopchnan, Founder o f Half.com
Closing Remarks: Professor RalTi Amil, Academic Director.
Goergen hnlrepreneurial Management Program, Wharton School

5:30-8:00

lablctop fair, Award Ceremony and Reception

■

‘T h e future belongs to those who believe hi

the beauty of their dreams.

Eleanor Roosevelt

CIBC World Markets
is proud to support the
Wharton Business
Plan Competition

World M arkets
t»

BPC
BPC

C ommittee

C o m m it t e e M e m b e r s

Francesca Migliori
Julie Wong
Abbey Lainha
Devesli (.amihi
Andrew Gaffney
Michelle Toledo
Federico Lacour
Adrienne Mason
Pramod Cliakravarlhy
Anne Stainer

Director, Procedures and Policies
Director, External Marketing
Director. Internal Marketing
Director, Judge Relations
Director, Judge Relations
Director, Judge Relations
Director, Entrepreneurial Coaching Initiative
Director. Entrepreneurial Coaching Initiative
Director, Technology
Associate Director, Wharton Easiness Plan Competition

The 2000-2001 Wharton Business Plan Competition Committee would like to take this opportunity to say a
special "thank you” to members of the 1909-2000 team who helped get the Third Annual Competition off
the ground. Last year’s committee included: Max MinkoJJ, Eileen Sharkey, Joseph Gerakos, Udi Chattopadhyay,
Neil Whiteing, Cooper Abbott, Karen Meidlinger and Mark Eraga.

Lastly, the Committee would like to thank the following people for their contributions to this year's
Competition and Venture Fair:
Emily Cieri
Roz Cohen
Maxine Ilohson
Angela Gilmore

Director, Goergen Entrepreneurial Management Program
Associate Director, Sol Snider Research Center
Administrative Assistant. Wharton Entrepreneurial Program
Coordinator, Goergen Entrepreneurial Management Program

Advisory Board

CommerceNet Investment Initiatives

| Bill Burnham, Principal Managing

CNI is an early stage investor and venture accelerator

B ruce Crocker , Managing Director, 1

Director, Softbank
|

serving the CommerceNet Community and the

Polaris Venture Capital

Charles A llen, Co-founder, Vice
President, Industry Solutions,
WebMethods Inc.

Internet industry. Our objective is to make
investments at the leading edge of "the Business

Craig A. S mith, Chief Operating
Officer and Chief Financial Officer, 1
CommerceNet
Glenn Osaka , CEO and President,
Reactivity Inc.

a

Agenda for Global Electronic Commerce" that further
the evolution of the business use of the Internet.

| Dr . Jay M. Tenenbaum , Senior Vice
President and Chief Scientist,
CommerceOne 1
Mark Resch , President and CEO,
CommerceNet
Peter Cochrane, Co-Founder, |
ConceptLabs

IS YOUR BUSINESS IDEA FOCUSED
IN ONE OF THE FOLLOWING AREAS?
• Evolving Supply Chain
• Next Generation Internet Applications

Pattie Ma e s , Associate Professor,
MIT Media Laboratory 1

• Secure Internet Payment
• Wireless and Pervasive Computing
• B2 B Infrastructure and Internet Technologies

C o m m e r c e N et

1

Robin Vasan , General Partner,
Mayfield

Randy Whiting, Managing Partner,
Brownstone Ventures

Apply for early stage funding to CNI by filling out the application at www.commerce.net/projects/cni/index.html
Further Inquiries, contact Ash Vasudevan, Head of CNI: ash@commerce.net

C ompetition P hizes
At the Venture Fair, students will compete for over $60,000, in cash prizes for their ventures.
Judges will award the following prizes:

Grand Prize
$25,000 will he awarded to the 1st place winner

Gold Prize
$15,000 will he awarded to the 2nd place winner

Silver Prize
$10,000 will he awarded to the 3rd place winner

$ 2 ,0 0 0 Prize
goes to each of the remaining live teams

Venture Initiation Program Award:
In addition to the cash prizes, the top three winners will he guaranteed space in the Venture Initiation
Program (VIP). Wharton Small Business and Development Center’s pre-inruhator. See ad in Venture
Fair booklet for more details on VIP.

Wharton
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B

P
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W h a rto n S m a ll Business D e v e lo p m e n t Ce nter
In the* past (Ic'cadc*. over 20,000 small businesses and entrepreilours in Greater Philadelphia have benefited from the practical business
training and one-on-one management consulting offered by the Wharton Small Business Development Center (SBDC).

W h a rto n SBDC C ore Services
Practical Business Training; The Wharton SBDC offers more than 100 business-training programs each year to address the practi
cal needs o f the working entrepreneur. They include a series o f classroom courses offered as part of a certificate program and indus
try-specific forums and conferences. These courses are taught by industry experts who are, in many cases, entrepreneurs themselves.
One-on-One Management Consulting; One-on-one management consulting to small firms is the primary function o f the
Wharton SBDC. The Center's business consultants, most of whom are recruited from Wharton's top-ranked MBA and undeigraduate
programs, provide clients with established strategies and proven methods from one of the nation’s leading centers for entrepreneurship.
Because we believe that entrepreneurs must accept the' responsibility for meeting their objectives, the consultant team assigned to
the engagement plays an active role, but acts primarily in an advisory capacity
an approach that enhances client participation and
fosters independent implementation. Typically, the SBDC's clients request assistance in preparing business and marketing plans,
developing loan proposals and financial projections, identifying sources o f sponsorship, locating and establishing new markets, and
managing cash flow. Wharton SBDC consulting services are offered to small businesses in Philadelphia and the surrounding
Pennsylvania counties. Eligible businesses must have annual sales of less than $10 million or fewer than 100 employees.
To learn more about liie W harton Small Business Development Center, please visit our website: < http ://w h arton sb d c.w ha rto n .u p en n .e d u >
or send us e-mail: <m ail@ sbd(;.wharlon.upenn.edu>

The Wharton School
Univ*r»ity of Pennsylvania
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2001 Mid-Atlantic Venture Fair
October 15, 16 & 17
Pennsylvania Convention Center
Philadelphia

The Mid-Atlantic Venture Fair showcases the most promising entrepreneurs and
companies of the region. Featured companies get an exclusive opportunity to present
their stories to a prestigious audience of close to 1,000 venture capitalists, investors and
service providers.
Think you've g o t w hat it takes?
A p p ly n o w a t w w w .m id a tla n tic v e n tu r e fa ir .c o m

Summary O f BPC P rocess
loWay s Venture Fa.r marks the culmination o f the Third Wharton business Plan Competition Tin..... .
° f ‘ he Con.peft.on are to expose students to the exei.ement and challenge of starting their own busin^ses
and to help mot.vated students aeeess resources- including capital and know-how- to help them launch
v.ahle businesses while they are in ........... The Competition complements material that is provided to
students through entrepreneurial classes ami other formal activities at Wharton and Penn.
Over the course of the year, students participating in the Competition have been exposed to the feedback
ami adv.ee of over 200 venture capitalists, angel investors, entrepreneurs, financial professionals
attorneys, accountants and others- members o f the wharton alumni network and the mid-Atlantic’ -,,,d
national Entrepreneurial business community- who have served as judges and mentors throughout' .Inyea.- I Ins real-world feedback has proven invaluable to many Competition participants as they have
developed the..- bus,ness plans, sought funding, and launched their ventures in marketplaces beyond the
campus community.
J
Over the course of the past year, students participating in the Competition have taken part in three
phases:
PI IASK I (Kusiness Concept), O ctober 2 0 0 0 : Phase I encouraged as many students as possible to
"throw their hats in the ring" by submitting a 3 page "business concept" to participate in the Competition
Judges prov.ded feedback on these concepts. This Phase of the Competition was open to all students at ’
the University of Pennsylvama. After completing this phase, students were eligible to receive a mentor
Students were encouraged to communicate with their mentor either via telephone, email or in person.
PIIASK II (Product, Market and Competitors): January 2001: My Phase II narrowed the playi.m field
Iron. 76 entrants to 25 "semi-finalists" who were eligible for additional mentoring with different
"
individuals than from Phase I.
In addition to mentoring the students were also encouraged to attend seminars directed toward assisting
them throughout the Competition. Seminars included:
"Handling Legal Aspects," by Robert Borghese, Esq.
"How to Write a Business Plan I," by Professor Raffi Amit
"How to Write a Business Plan II," by Professor Ian MacMillan
"What VC’s Want," by Arthur Andersen
"Performing Market Research" by Professor John Holland
Phase III (Full Business Plan) April 2001: The 26 Semi-finalists names in Phase II were invited to submit
full business plans to compete for the finalist status and a berth among the "Great Eight" at today’s
Venture Fair. Most o f the teams that reached the “ semifinalists" are also participating in today's Venture
Fair by exhibiting at the Tabletop Fair during the reception.

T he G reat E ight
Biomotrix Secure Phone
T eam L eader ' s N ame : A rindam Hoy
E m a il :
A r in d a m . Hoy . w <;0 I @\vn arton . ii penin. edu

Brief I)escription:
Advances in mobile device technology and increased bandwidth have created a need for secure
transactions over mobile phones, PDAs, etc. Our product combines enhanced security techniques
with improved data handling capabilities to ensure fast, secure transfer of information enabling
secure transactions for personal and commercial uses.
Funding Sought:
We are seeking funding from organizations/individuals with a strong link to the telecommunications
Industry and a broad and deep understanding ol telecommunications technology and the future
direction of the industry. We are looking for guidance and advice on technology, business and
financial issues. Funding sought is $5IVI in the form of equity which will be used for design implemen
tation and enhancement, technology infrastructure and administrative expenses.
Detailed l)t ■seripliou:
We propose a technology platform for user authentication and secure data transaction over mobile
devices. Our technology will identify and authenticate the user currently at the handset/device, and
allow the device to release data in a fast and secure manner. We plan to locus on the growing market
ol users interested in conducting personal and commercial transactions using a secure and
convenient technology in a mobile environment. Initial distribution channels will be created by
agreements with Cellular Service Providers for integration of our technology into existing
infrastructure. We anticipate competition from niche players in the handset manufacturing market
although our core strengths in combining authentication and data handling technology gives us a
headstart. The core management team lias a diverse background that spans telecommunications
(Wireline and Wireless) development, implementation and management and Strategy Consulting.
Financial Projections:
2000
Revenues:
.'50
EBIT:
0

12

2001
2,400
0

2002
8,600
1,300

2003
25,000
20,000

Designware
T eam L eader' s N ame: J ohn II. Fox, J r .
E mail A ddress:
.ioiiinheox@ yaiioo. com

Brief Description:
In an effort to decrease their time-to-market
i, I. manufacturers
.
ihave ibegun to outsource an
■u>, * ,,, |,hd,
„ign teen
increasing
proportion
of
their
design
operations
—
,
i
.
. of,. design
, . teams.
* 1 1
*
*Miauoos
creating complex networks
Designware provides software tools and sunnort services
i. i
..
.
,
. I ,
»p p on sci vices that help companies streamline and automate
llie.r product development processes within this new business framework.
Funding Sought:
Designware is seeking $500,000 to complete initial pro,bu t development and to allow the Company to
beg... marketing directly to manufacturers through our OEM relationships. We estimate that we can
produce a shippable version ol the product with additional expenditures of $300,000 and will use the
remaining
rrliii,>i,sl,;..
i
i
. w/
, jointly
. . ,
° funds for initial marketing
b and client
n« in i,
idiionsiup development.
We are currently
owned by four employees and have not yet incorporated.
Detailed Description:
The opportunities for cost reduction and efficiency gains in the area of product design are significant lip
to 80% of product costs are determined by the design o f the product. Yet, much of the supply chain
optimization of the past lew years has focused on the remaining 20%. We believe the 80% opportunity
related to design-determined costs represents
. .'.
1
1 the nevi
next phase of manufacturing improvements, especially
given the rise in outsourccd-design.
Original
equipment manufacturers (OEMs)i have
i, aditionally
•i.i;,;.... ,n turned
.
, .to engineering manufacturing
<•
p
nav, ti
and
services (ETV1S) providers
to
outsource
tlieir
Drodiiciinn
i
ottiv
/
i
*«
1
I...... ", lion. Increasingly, OEMs are attempting to outsource
design
operations
as well
,t„,„
l olr design
i
i
■
. make
, it
. very
p and development
1
1
"■ The
1 h' lique demands
andi development
difficult to successfully outsource these functions.
I), sir nwai i maki s
b , nabh ,1 d, sign wizards that bridge the gap between the application expertise of
tin OEM am t l, <t sir ii <\p, i tis, of the EMS provider. Designware's products embed both iuduslrys|„ , ifi< lx st pi a, ti< < dt m^ii i ill, s and customer-specific production constraints, enabling both OEMs and
EMS providers
to lower development
costs 1 O"
sneed
tl,»,>
... i . andi produce
i
, , and, easier-to1
1
*<■ ume-to-market,
more robust
manufacture designs.
Potential competitors focus on either engineering project management software (e.g. MatrixOne) or
gtm ial pu.pos, CAD platloi ms (e.g. I I (.), not on automated, web-enabled design tools. Designware has
,1, A< lop, <1 <■ |uotot>p< t»ii g, t< cl at flexible circuit manufacturers. Products targeting other market
segments
cable ass,
asscmhltucl
i rolled
,, , out on an annuali ,basis.
• Designware
r
'(rigid
t- iprinted circuit boards,..........
mptiesj ,.,:u
will be
will market directly to manufacturers through its relationships will. OEMs.
All (oui t, am m, mix i s ha\, i , levant industry experience and contacts within the targeted markets.
Financal Project ions
Kevenue
EBIT

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

$55,000
.$(105,000)

$355,000
$(125,000)

$905,000
$181,667

$2,070,000
$900,000

$3,600,000
$2,275,000

Genoma: Genomic Antiagtiiif* Clinic
Pi’.am L k a i i k r ’ s N a m k : R aymond Ho w k r , MI).
KM All.:

RAIiOW KR@W IIAHTON.l!l,ENN.IOI)l

Itl*irr i><■scription:
Willi today's genomic advances, the determinants of aging and disease can and will he addressed directly.
I'atients will not have to wail to find out what aging has in store for their health, nor will they have lo
passively remain at risk from the susceptibilities to which their penes subject them. We propose starting a
company which will provide the predictive power of genomic technology directly to the paying public
through a network ol licensed medical clinics.
b lin d in g S o u g h t :

We plan 4 rounds of venture capital funding over the first four years of operation raising 3 million,
7 million, 1.7 million, and 40 million in each round. An initial public offering is planned in tin1fourth year
lo raise 100 million.
Detailed l)t ■scription:
The centerpiece of Genoma’s unique value proposition will be a proprietary software based analysis of the
patient's unique genetic architecture. The genetic testing technology is already available commercially, and
involves only a blood sample. Genoma’s software will be used to make very specific health and wellness
recommendations by processing the data with advanced pattern recognition techniques.
The software will be divided into three major applications, which will be developed sequentially. First
Genworks will reside in the medical clinic and function as a physician targeted expert system for genetic
analysis. It will be paid for by the physician with a per analysis fee. Second, Genwell will serve as the
internet based system which will connect the physician and patient for a regular exchange of personalized
health, screening, wellness and anti-aging recommendations. Lastly Gendata will be the company database
and proprietary pattern recognition system paid for by corporate subscriptions. As computer power and
data mining techniques advance, the analysis of our anonymous patient data in aggregate will be of
interest lo many players in the healthcare system including drug, biotech, insurance and bioinformatics
companies. Our team consists of a medical doctor, computer software engineer and medical geneticist who
cover all ol the major areas necessary to execute the business plan, and realize the incredible potential ol
the clinical applications of genomics.
Financial I’ rojcelious:
Revenues First five years:
$1.3 in, $13.0 m, $41.23 in, $106.2.3m, $206.23m
Gross Margin:
30%
EBITDA in third year and beyond: $10.3 in, $26.36 m, $ 31.36m
Net margin in third year:
11%
Financing:
I’ base I $ 3m
$7 m
I‘ base 2 $17 m
I’ liase 3 $40 III
11*0
$100 M

Kirpan, Inc.
T eam L eader' s N ame : J atindeh B iiatti
F maie Address :
.ibiiatt^ wharton . ui' einn. edu

Brief Description:
Kirpan Inc. is a software company providing welt-enabled bark-office solutions for small to mid-size
companies
Funding Sought:
None at this time
Detailed Description:
Kirpan will create a welt-hased, wireless financial suite and offer centralized IT outsourcing services.
This enterprise application will be the first generation to utilize a wholly Internet-based user interface for
financial transactions. This software solution is positioned for the future trend of distributed networking
and "thin PCs" and is suitable for today's standard of client server computing. A proprietary Internet
browser serves as a secure wireless platform a scalable software solution.
Financial Projections:
Positive Net Income will be reported in Year 4.
Year
Year
Year
Year

One
Two
One
One

Net
Net
Net
Net

Income:
Income:
Income:
Income:

-$1,680,000
-$3,709,349
-$210,847
$ 5 ,118,685

T eam L eader ’ s N ame : A nthony T ardea
E MAN.:
ATA R I'E Y@ W11ART( )N. EI ’ ENN. E DU

Brief Description:
OrangeMarketing is a rich media email marketing company whose core product is OrangeMail, an
interactive tv-style commercial that streams into users’ email inboxes without the need for special plug-ins
or players. OrangeMarketing is an early mover in the fast growth area of email advertising, a market
expected to grow to over $2 billion by 2005.
f unding Sought:
OrangeMarketing is currently self funded, debt-free, and is operating its business at a profit. There are no
other outside investors; its founders own the company. OrangeMarketing is seeking investment of $ I
million dollars in exchange for equity in the business. The investment will allow OrangeMarketing to invest
in the ongoing development ol its technology, hire additional sales staff, and allow the company to ramp
up its production staff as sales increase.
Detailed Description:
OrangeMarketing is a rich media email marketing company whose core product is OrangeMail, an
interactive tv-style commercial that streams into users’ email inboxes without the need for special plug-ins
or players. OrangeMarketing is an early mover in the fast growth area of email advertising, a market
expected to grow to over $2 billion by 2005. The rich media email industry is still in its infancy and there
lias yet to emerge a clear market leader. OrangeMarketing has proven that it’s superior creative approach
will attract advertisers. The company lias already launched two successful campaigns for a prominent
Sony PlayStation2 video game publisher with more projects currently in the pipeline.
The company’s management team, whose work experience includes positions in media planning at Young
& Huhieaiti and promotions at MTV Networks, intends to sell OrangeMarketing products through ad
agencies and directly to marketing departments.
f inancial Projections:
2000
.500,000
Revenues:
200.000
EBIT:

2001
2,700,000
726,200

2002
4,000,000
1,177,000

2003

7,000,000
2,700.000

ProtoCell
T kam L eader ' s N ame : Hen D okanz
Email:
B enjamin.D oranz . wg OL@wiiARTON.urENN.Etni

Brief Description:
ProtoCell is a biotechnology company that is developing a drug discovery tool, llie Protein eXpression
Chip, that can determine the function of thousands of proteins simultaneously. The chip lias been
demonstrated to work, and the final product is approximately one year away from entering a $11 billion
market.
Eundiiig Sought:
ProtoCell is integrating protein biochemistry with advanced materials science and microfabrication to
create a miniaturized chip that can quickly and accurately correlate protein function with genetic
composition. I he primary components of the technology have now been demonstrated to work, and our
next technical step will be to integrate the components. We have enabled our proof-of-eoneept technology,
and are currently seeking funding for prototype development. Prototype development will involve
miniaturization of a working technology using existing, commercially available equipment. We estimate
that prototype production will be complete within a year, at which point large-scale production and use of
the chips can begin. We are now seeking external sources of funding that can supplement ProtoCell with
the experience, network, and expertise in large-scale manufacturing that ProtoCell needs to succeed.
Business Description:
ProtoCell is a biotechnology company developing a drug discovery tool that enables pharmaceutical and
biotechnology scientists to determine the function of thousands of proteins simultaneously. With the recent
mapping ol the human genome, understanding the function of each protein encoded by each gene
represents the next bottleneck in the search for new drugs. Current 1)NA and protein chips are not
capable of determining function, only the presence or absence of a sequence. The Protein eXpression Chi])
combines these capabilities into one complete tool with exponentially greater capacity. An entire genome
(the complete set of an organism's tens of thousands of genes) can he screened for specific functions within
days. ProtoCell is capable of becoming a dominant player in markets totaling $14 billion. Revenues will be
derived from chip sales, diagnostic applications, and the use of our chips as drug development tools by
pharmaceutical partners. Most importantly, because we can rapidly determine protein function, rather
than just gene sequence, we will be able to use our technology to claim intellectual property rights to the
proteins of the human genome. Claiming intellectual property ownership over the function of all human
proteins will be won solely and exclusively by the company that accomplishes the feat first, and the result
will be worth billions ol dollars. We have the technology that can begin to capture ibis prize within a year.
Financial Projections: Not Provided at Time o f Press

Ill *ir 1 1 ). ■script ion:

TOSearch is an Internet search service provider (SSP). Its business model is Iniill on a patent-pending
two-level Internet search system. Its search service is targeted to address coverage, freshness, relevance,
and efficiency problems suffered by Internet community for years. It will change the landscape of Internet
search and open new revenue channels for SSP business. TOSeach’s goal is to become one o f the leading
SSI’s with sustainable competitive advantages.
blinding Sought:
$2.5 millions seed money
Detailed lb -scription:
TOSearch will build a breakthrough Internet search model that gives Web users a search service with
comprehensiveness, relevancy, efficiency, freshness, and self-improving ability. It will help web site owners
on their efforts of marketing and customer service. It will license high quality search service to Internet
portals. It will also serve other potential customers on their Internet search related activities. Its two-level
search model distinguishes Internet search into two different levels with different goals. At worldwide
level, the goal is to find right web destinations for Web users. At web site level, the goal is to find exact
information. It has its own unique input procedure and indexing method. Its data structure includes both
searchable database and browsable multi-directory system. Its interactive search process can understand
users’ needs better and match them with web site owners’ expectations and business purposes. It will
provide personal search tools to Web users to make their search more efficient and convenient. It will help
web site owners to set up in-site search engines, improve navigation system and usability, and implement
better metadata standard. This new model has the potential to build concept-based graphical search
interlace in the future.
Financial Projections:
1st Year
Sales
Owner’s Equity
KOA
ROE
Profit Margin Venture funding

146,875
-619.9%
-1602.1%
$2,500,000

2nd Year
$500,000
817,250
-461.7%
-926.8%
-893.5%
$ 5,000,000

3rd Year
$ 55,433,250
8,213,927
55.7%
97.8%
43.0%
$17,500,000

4th Year
$108,564,250
40,139,906
41.4%
67.7%
57.2%
$ 20,000,000

5th Year
$ 184,689,750
174,396,782
36.5%
56.7%
59.8%

ViraCore
T eam L eader ’ s Name : B en Doran/,
E mail.-

B en.jamin.D oranz . wg 01@ wharton . upenn. edu

Brief Description:
ViraCore is a biotechnology company creating a drug discovery platform for use by the pharmaceutical
and biotechnology industries. ViraCore’s technology uses a newly developed optical chip-based technique
that is capable of identifying, measuring, and characterizing drug interactions with "membrane-hound
receptors," a protein family targeted by 50% o f the world's drugs.
Funding Sought:
ViraCore’s technology uses an optical chip-based technique (biosensor) that is capable of identifying,
measuring, and characterizing drug interactions with "membrane-bound receptors," a protein family
targeted by 50% o f the world's drugs. We have developed a prototype of the technology, we have proven
that it works, we have published the results in a top-tier scientific journal, and we are now extending its
use to drug discovery. We have previously collaborated with several major pharmaceutical and
biotechnology companies that have now expressed interest in the commercial use of the technology. We are
seeking funding from industry, government, and private sources to enable the commercial application of
this technology over the course of the next year. ViraCore intends to leverage this technology to expand its
core competency in biosensors and membrane hound receptors.
Detailed Description:
ViraCore is a biotechnology company that is creating a drug discovery platform for use by the
pharmaceutical and biotechnology industries. Current techniques are slow and not sensitive enough to
detect many important interactions between drugs (and other molecules) and the receptors to which they
bind. Competitor companies and technologies have simply developed faster ways of using older techniques,
hut are valued highly by customers and investors. ViraCore has developed a novel approach that does not
rely solely on speeding up out-dated technology. The technology will he developed by ViraCore and
licensed to other companies for their own drug development efforts. We have previously collaborated with
three major pharmaceutical and biotechnology companies that have now expressed interest in the
commercial use of the technology. Similar companies have closed licensing deals to customers upwards of
$10 million. The founding team of ViraCore includes a second-year Wharton MBA student with a I'li.D. in
molecular biology, a Ph.D. who has run the optical biosensor core facility at Penn for the past four years,
and two Pli.D.s in chemistry. This team has worked together on this and similar technologies for the past
live years.
Financial Projections: Not Provided at Press lime

l<>

The Penn to Business Connection.
Where ideas become successful ventures.

P2B Ventures, Inc. is a full-service enterprise
at the University of Pennsylvania that helps

• To stimulate the long-term economic
development of University City.

Penn faculty, students, and staff — as well as

• To optimize Penn’s economic development

the Philadelphia community — develop ideas

activities with the public and private sectors.

into successful businesses.
By helping to create these ventures, P2B
aims to fulfil! a unique, three-part mission.
• To broaden and enrich Penn's academic

To submit your idea or business plan, contact
Phil Goldstein, COO, or Maida Milone,
Senior Vice President for Administration,
at 215-746-6110.

experience.
P2B Ventures, Inc. is a not-for-profit, wholly-owned
subsidiary of the University of Pennsylvania.

Hie Penn to Business Connection

C o n g r a t u l a t i o n s W h a r t o n B u s in e s s P l a n
C o m p e t i t i o n S e m i - F in a l i s t s a n d F i n a l i s t s !

T h e W harton School would like to congratulate
you for becom ing a semi-finalist and a finalist
in the W harton Business Plan C om petition.
G o o d luck with your business ventures.

The Wharton School
U niversity o f P e n n sy lv a n ia

Other Semifinalists
Adelant Corporation
T eam L eader ’ N ame :
‘

D uleesha Kulasooriya
DKLILASOO@WHARTON.UPENN.EDU

Brief Description:

Our vision is to create a technology, business and support infrastructure upon which we can quickly and
cost effectively build targeted country gateways. We are targeting small to medium size expatriate
communities that currently are not offered such a service witli the long-term goal of expanding the gateway
to consumers in the home country.
Funding Sought:

Adelant Corporation is looking for between $400,000 - 600,000 in seed funding in exchange for equity.
Funds will be used to formalize the founding team and to hire professional management, stabilize current
operations and development work in California and Sri Lanka, and to open offices in key expatriate
markets such as UK and Australia. Such a cash infusion will also help us accelerate our partnership
negotiations giving us exclusive rights to service providers and distribution channels. Adelant is currently
100% privately financed by the two founding team members.
Detailed Description:

Adelant Corp was created to fulfill a strong need for targeted services to expatriate communities globally.
The specialized needs of small to medium sized ethnic expatriate communities are currently not being met.
With Adelant, expatriate communities will be able to access a wealth of valuable services such as:
• Below market telephone rates
• Low cost air fares
• Transfer currency globally conveniently and at low cost
• Ability to send gifts on short notice and /or with low cost
• Legal, translation services etc.
• Ethnic Satellite/Cable television and programming
• Other targeted services
The Adelant platform will act as a personalized "one-click" gateway to internet and non-internet based
services unique to the individual target markets. In addition, by capturing the expatriate market today by
offering targeted services, we are positioning Adelant to be the provider of choice for future value added
services that wo will be able to offer as global infrastructure in the target local markets mature.
Financial Projections:
Year 1

Gross Revenue
EBITDA
Net Income

* 552,375
$ 331,425

Year 2
$11,505,000$ 111,480,200
$ 12,848,099
$ 7,708,859

Year 3
$ 273,342,200
$ 35,834,271
$ 2 1,500,563

Artliromwl
T eam L eader ' s N ame : A ri Bortiiakur
Emaie A ddress :
ari @ maie . mmrrcc . upenn . edu

Brief Iicscripliou:
ArthroMcd: Providing proprietary diagnostic imaging services to enhance future therapeutic research and
development for arthritis and related musculoskeletal diseases.
Lunding Sought:
Art hi’() Med seeks $5 million in equity funding to support the initial equipment, facility and personnel
needs of the business during the initial live years of operation. Equipment and facility requirements will
include the procurement of a commercially available MRI system, the purchase of image analysis
computers and software, and the leasing of faeility/offiee space. Personnel needs will involve the hiring of
a technician to perform M R I experiments, the hiring of a nurse coordinator to sehedide/handle patients,
and the engagement of an experienced physician to develop our trial protocol and to craft our IKB
application (a musculoskeletal radiologist will also lx- temporarily employed during our initial
confirmation trial). Data management and processing personnel will also he hired and trained to extract
and analyze relevant information from our trials.
Detailed Iiescription:
By the year 2020, an estimated 60 million Americans will suffer from arthritis. As sales of Celebrex, a
leading arthritis therapy, have reached $1.3B in 1000, companies are rapidly developing additional drugs
in this area. Current therapy attempts to alleviate the symptoms of arthritis, whereas research and
development is aimed at stopping or reversing the progression of disease. At present, current imaging
techniques cannot adequately detect the early stages of arthritis, which greatly limits the ability to assess
the value of therapies under development. ArthroMed_s mission is to provide such technology to facilitate
the development of arthritis therapeutics. Using ArthroMed_s patented MRI-based technology, we will
provide services to determine the health of human joints without surgery or harmful radiation. Customers
will include both pharmaceutical companies and CKOs that are involved in clinical trials of arthritis
drugs, 26 of which are currently underway. Management team includes the two inventors of ArthroMcd's
proprietary technology, an MD/MBA candidate at Penn, and an associate at a venture capital firm.
Currently, the technology is being further evaluated in a research trial in conjunction with a major
pharmaceutical company. In the next three years, ArthroMcd expects to conclude the research trial, open
an imaging research center and begin partnering with customers in the development of arthritis therapies.
Lilian rial Projections:
2001
2002
.$229,846
$1,476,354

200.3

2004

2005

$4,052,446

$5,547,746

*7,726,496

Asia Tea House
T eam L kadkr’ s N ame,: B ing Mm
E m a il:

lilNGMKI@SAS.UPKNN.EDU

Brief Description:
Our business is to develop an Asian theme Tea House that will offer various desserts and beverages.
The Tea House will offer delicacies from the East in a friendly and cozy atmosphere.

Funding; Sought:
Seeking debt funding of $200,000. The capital will be used: to buy equipment for operations, expand
the business.

Description o f Business:
We plan to establish a chain of Asian theme Teahouses offering a unique environment to experience the
dynamic flavors of Fusion influenced beverages and treats. The large number of Asian influenced
restaurants shows a high demand for Fusion venues. This combined with the popularity of cafes and juice
bars, reveals a viable prospect for Asian theme Teahouses. Our targeting customers will be young
professional and students seeking trendy, exotic delights and entertainments. We will set ourselves apart
by superior customer service, creating a brand associated with quality, and inventive beverages that are
exclusive to our establishments. The goods will be prepared in-house by gourmet personnel. The Teahouse
will be advertised through local newspapers, post cards, and flyers, circulated on various college campuses
and neighborhoods. The business being culinary in nature requires expertise specific to the operations of a
cafe or restaurant. The management team, Bing Mei, Norman Lee, and Yuan-Ming Guan, are candidates
for Bachelor’s degree from the University of Pennsylvania in Economics and Physics, Systems Engineering
and Economics, and Finance and Operations & Information Management, respectively. Each member has
experience in the management and operations of a successful restaurant. Milestones include the final
selection of a location for the first Teahouse. Upon the establishing of the first Teahouse, and operating
the business for one year, the selection of location and opening of other Teahouses.

Financial Projections:

Revenues:
EBIT:

2000

2001

2002

2003

17 1
-56

647
107

1287
-83

2059
2

AllilelicStars Network (ASIN)
T kam L kadkh’ s Namk: Lindsay II ki.d
111:1 l»I.@\\IIAKTON.l I’EININ.KDU
Email :

lii •ir11>« ■scriptioii:
Iiy leveraging emerging technologies through its direct-access, "anytime, anywhere" platform, Athletic.Stars
Network ("ASN") seeks lo remedy the inefficiencies and fragmentation in $1 Billion-plus market for
commercial services — endorsements, sponsorhips, personal appearances and other "off licld" services —
supplied hy professional and Olympic athletes,
funding Sought:
Our model assumes raising $3,000,000 in equity financing, which would allow us to launch the ASN
platform in approximately 6 months. The financing would fund management team recruitment, as well as
the development ol ASN platform. During the 6-month start-up period, the founders and management
team will he active in establishing strategic alliances and recruiting athletes in the major sports such as
haschall; basketball; football: hockey; tennis; and golf. Based on our projections, we would require an
additional $2,000,000 round upon completion of the start-up period to fund expansion; we project that
these fundings will he sufficient to permit ASN to generate positive operating cash flow and positive net
income during the 3rd quarter of Year 3. For additional, detailed financial information, please see
Section XII of the Business Plan and the Financial Model set forth in Exhibit I to the Business Plan.
Detailed D<■seriplion:
(.ommereial services supplied hy professional and Olympic athletes, such as endorsements, sponsorships,
personal appearances and other "off-fields" commercial ventures, are valuable commodities that constitute
a market well in excess of $1 billion. However, the market is highly inefficient and fragmented.
AthletieStars Network ("ASN") seeks to remedy these inefficiencies and poor information Mow hy
leveraging emerging technologies through its direct-access, "anytime, anywhere" platform.
ASN’s platform will permit local, regional and national businesses, trade and industry groups, charitable
organizations and other purchasers of commercial services to search for and identify Member Athletes on
the basis of a broad array of personal characteristics (e.g., hometown; city and state of college; city and
state of personal residence or family members' residences; location of other business ventures; hobbies
and interests) and/or business affiliations (e.g., business, civic and charitable affiliations; and type of
previous Commercial Services experience). ASN’s platform possesses a significant value-added component
the Athletes On four interface — which permits a potential purchaser to identify, receive information
about and transact with a Member Athlete who will he traveling to the purchaser s town, city or state, in
connection with that Member Athlete’s professional sports schedule
ASN acts not as a substitute for a traditional agent or management company hut rather as a
state-of-the-art tool for agents and their clients. As such. ASN is being marketed as a (riend, not a tin eat,
to traditional agents. By affiliating with ASN, an agent can broaden the agent s access and scope hy
instantly marketing his or her clients on a national scale, while simultaneously, creating a localized locus.
Financial Projections:
2000
I84
-107

2001

1,465
I89

2002
1,854
-12

2003

4,244
2,402

Brandloyal Marketing
T eam L eader' s N ame: A lexander Asplund
Email:
asplunda@ wharton . iipknn. edu

Uriel Description:
BrandI joyal provides an innovative and automatic solution that enables brand owners to dramatically
improve customer profitability by strengthening and rewarding customer loyally. The solution operates
seamlessly between online and offline environments and will dramatically improve efficiencies and decrease
the costs of operating loyalty programs. BrandLoyal will also enable brand owners to gain real-time, person
alized end-users data enabling direct, effective and individualized marketing. End-users will benefit from
real-time cash rewards at the point-of-sale from having manifested loyally to selected brands of goods.
Tbc BrandLoyal solution aim to generate three beneficial effects for the brand owner: a) increase loyally b)
increase spending per customer r) attract new customers.
funding Sought:
Seed: $200,000 (Technology Development)
Start-up: $600,000 (Tech Development and field Testing)
Regional Launch Year 2: $12-1HIM
Equity or Convertible Debt
Current Investors: Friends& family: $50,000
Detailed Description:
Manufacturers, brand owners and retailers arc increasingly recognizing customer loyally as a critical
element of a profitable strategy. Intensified online and offline competition lias pul customer retention in
focus and manufacturers, brand owners and retailers arc struggling to build, strengthen and reward
customer loyalty. Currently, loyally programs are often inefficient, extremely low tech, expensive to operate
and cumbersome for the end customer to use. BrandLoyaPs Multi-Coalition approach essentially bridges
into current closed coalition partners and also provides access for the end-customer to non-coalition brand
owners and retailers. The main benefits lor the cud-customer arc thus: a) Significantly increased supply of
brands and retail channels h) Multiple opportunities to flexible and personalized design of brand basket or
individualized coalition and e) Ability to utilize loyally rewards currency across brand basket
providers/retailer channels d) Increased convenience. The main benefits for Brand Loyal and its partners are
a) In creating an individualized coalition or brand basket, end-customers reveal their profile and
preference —extremely valuable customer information h) Purchase behaviour is tracked and analyzed —
valuable customer information c) Loyalty across brand items is increased - enhanced revenue streams and
decreased customer acquisition costs d) Access to a superior, reliable and cost effective' technology platform
for real-time tracking and execution of loyalty and direct marketing programs e) Lowered costs as a results
of economies of scale. Brand Loyal will mainly generate revenues from Brand Owners (mainly), Retailers
and Other Partners: Commission on transactions; Reselling of customer profiles and data; Targeted
marketing; Loyalty Programs Consulting. BrandLoyal currently does not lace direct competition in real
time. multi-coalition, loyalty marketing solutions. Strongest potential competitor is Catalina Marketing which
prints coupons at the point-of-sales at retailer stores. Other potential competitors include loyalty operators
and coalitions, in-house operations and POS equipment and software providers. Brand Loyal is founded by
Alexander Asplund and Mnrtaza Ali, both Wharton 2nd year MBA students who have extensive experiences
in strategy consulting, marketing, business development and finance.
Financial Projections:
2000

Revenues:
EBIT:

10
-1,000

2001

2002

2003

1,000
-18,000

12500
-42,000

100.000
-20.000

CAD A Furniture
T eam L eader ' s Name:
E mail A ddress :

H arold M arcenaro
marcenaii @ wh arton . upenn . edu

Hi•icc i><-srriplion:
Cada Furniture will design, manufacture, and market in the US high-end residential case-good furniture
at a significantly higher quality/price ratio than that of today's current offering. We will leverage on
twenty years o f designing, manufacturing, and retailing experience, access to inexpensive skilled labor,
and proximity to quality raw materials in Peru.
Funding Sought:
(hula Furniture is seeking a US$60,000 loan to finance the launch of its l)S activities. These funds will he
used lo execute a direct marketing campaign, manufacture samples of furniture, and transport the initial
sets o f samples to the US. A part il these funds will also he used to get legal advise on the elaboration of
contracts and warranty documents. Additionally, we will seek for US$300,000 - US$400,000 of funding
during our second year of operations to develop and stock a warehouse in the US and to expand existing
production capacity in Peru by taking the final stages of production in house. Some of this funding will
come from retained earnings. Currently, the venture is being financed with personal funds from the two
founders, who have invested jointly $10,000 in the company. These funds are being used to develop
marketing material, perform market tests of the concept, and visit potential retail partners in New York
and Miami.
Detailed Description:
Cada Furniture will design, manufacture, and market in the US high-end residential furniture. Cada's
pieces are hand-made from mahogany and exotic veneers. The designs are a mix of reproductions from
classic styles, and proprietary designs. For the last twenty years, our designs have been sold to consumers
and the trade community in Peru through our sister company, "Cadaques".
Current competition in the high-end segment comes from European and North American brands. Asian
brands focus on the lower end of the furniture spectrum. Retail furniture sales in the U.S. total $60
billion, with the high-end market representing 10-15% of that.
Cada will market its product to independent showrooms. We will focus initially on the New York and
Miami areas because of their size, shipping lead-times from Lima, and compatible tastes for our existing
designs. Cada will outsource production and focus on design and quality control of the product. During
the second year of operations finishing will be taken in-house to gain economies of scope and maintain our
high quality along with the higher volumes.
The two founders of the business are a Wharton MR A Candidate, and a renowned furniture designer with
over 20 years of experience (also the founder of Cadaques). Cada is in the process of finishing a <atalog
and website in order to launch a marketing campaign this summer. We plan to close agreements with two
showrooms by the end of 2001. We will double the number of showrooms that carry out product to (out
during 2002 and double again in 2003. We will develop warehousing capabilities and expand our
production facilities in Peru during 2002.
I' inancial Projections:
Year
2001
Revenues
120
EMIT
(44)

2002
2,000
.360

200.3
4,000
638

2004
6,000
078

CommuniTech
Team L eader ’ s N ame : R oss F riedman
E-Mail :
rossf@ seas .upenn . edu

Business Description:
Technical consulting for non-profits including wel) site design, database management, and networking.
I'linding Sought:
CommuniTech is looking for funding to incorporate as a non-profit organization, hire key personnel,
require an office, and build a computer lab for training and development. We are looking for equity
financing in the range of $10()k to fund this growth. Additionally, this growth will lead the way for future
expansion into other regions throughout the country. Current funding comes from revenue and University
sponsorship, and this round of financing will enable the organization to grow as well as increase revenues
tremendously.
Description o f Kusiness:
Non-profit organizations have technical problems like for-profit businesses, but these non-profits
generally do not have the financial resources to hire the same technical consulting firms to solve their
problems. Therefore, CommuniTech was founded in January 1999 by students of the University of
Pennsylvania to meet non-profit's technical needs. CommuniTech provides a broad range of services from
web site design and implementation to database management and networking. Managed and staffed by
experienced students, CommuniTech is able to provide technical solutions at a much lower cost for non
profits. Through over two years of operation, CommuniTech has established itself in this niche, and has
gained a competitive advantage by realizing the specialized needs of non-profits. CommuniTech currently
locuses on non-profits within the greater Philadelphia region. Demand has been greater than supply since
inception, and the potential national market is large as non-profit organizations received contributions of
$159.2 billion in 1997. Marketing has occurred through meetings with the non-profit community as well as
;in annual Digital Miracles conference organized hv CommuniTech. The management team currently
consists of students within the Engineering and Wharton schools as well as a Board of Advisors who have
professional experience in Entrepreneurship, Computer Software, and Community Partnership.
financial Projections:

Revenues:
EBIT:

2001
500

2002

2003

620

1200

1740

0

0

0

0

2004

DocTour — Pile Golf Club for Physicians
T kam L eader ' s Name : A ndrew K rakowski
E mail:

krakowsk @ mail . med . upenn . edu

Brief Description:
The docTOUR Golf Association's mission is a simj)le and effective one: Build a community o f physicians
around regularly scheduled tournaments at great venues with quality educational seminars attached.
docTOUR provides physician-golfers the chance to learn and laugh, chat and consult, question
and compete. Morning rounds were never this much fun!
Funding Sought:

docTOUR is seeking either:
1. A 2 to 3 year commitment of $2-3 million annually in non-equity, priority sponsorship funding from a
business (or businesses) in order to execute our proposed 5-year business plan, which projects $55-70
million in cumulative first 5-year net profits before taxes, OR.
2. Equity-sharing venture capital funding of $15-20 million to aggressively pursue compressing our
national launch schedule, thereby potentially generating $110-120 million in net profits before taxes over
the same five year interval.
While we are confident either approach will work successfully, the venture capital funding would enhance
our credibility and facilitate the attraction of sponsors and local chapter investors/owners. This, in turn,
would accelerate establishment ol out complete infrastructure and greally assist membership recruitment.
Description o f Business:
Businesses advertising to physicians need new approaches to reaching their market. With up to 60% of
physicians golfing 5-24 times/year, docTOUR is their prescription for success. docTOUR’s unique
combination ol educational seminars and golf tournaments eaters to the demands of physician-golfers for
medical information updates, better practice solutions, memorable golf, guilt-free leisure time, and
exclusive country club services. At the same time, we provide marketers a receptive, desirable audience,
barrier-free access, and a focused, cost-effective marketing vehicle. docTOUR projects first 5-year profits
of $60-70 million willi revenue models that include membership fees, licensing, local chapter royalties,
tournament registration fees, sponsorships, advertising, and retail commissions. With our aggressive
national rollout, docTOUR will establish a community of physicians fiercely loyal to our brand, our
products, our sponsors, and our philosophy: Learn...compete...enjoy!
Financial Projections:
EBIT:

2000
574,333

2001
3,618,900

2002
8,569,500

2003

18,657,625

Doublestrike
T eam Eeadek’ s N ame : C had G omes
E m a il:

CIIADG@WHAKT()N.l]|»ENN.EI)ll

Brief Description:
DoubleStrike is creating the newest category of hass fishing lures that will he considered essential for
novice to pro bass anglers to carry in their tackle boxes. DoubleStrike believes il will be able to
successfully protect the newly created niche market from competition.
DoubleStrike lures will be sold in bundles of various colors, sizes, and erratic motion for a variety ol
fishing conditions. The lures will initially be marketed to the 30 million U.S. bass fishermen via
infomercials, a strategy that has proven lucrative for innovative bass fishing hires, and later distributed in
retail stores. Total sales of 1.9 million units and an overall gain of $14.5 million are estimated over the
2-year product lifecycle.
Funding Sought:
$500,000 plus $250,000 in services.
Detailed Description:
Founders: The founders will initially invest $50,000 in June 2001.
Round Two Investor (Strategic Partner): We assume the total infomercial juice to he $250,000 for which the
producer will receive a commensurate equity value* as a percentage of ownership in DoubleStrike.
Round Three Investor (Financial): We expect our second round investor to finance lure production and
media airtime until we generate positive cash flow ($500,000). Ojition Pool. We have reserved 10% ol tin*
fully diluted ownershiji in DoubleStrike.
Returns to Investors: Returns to investors are assumed to come from two sources: the monthly payment of
dividends, and the liquidation value of DoubleStrike.
Financial Projections:
Sales. DoubleStrike lures, jtackaged as six lures bundled with an instructional video, will he sold for
$29.95 j)lus $6.95 shipping and handling.
Cost o f Goods Sold. The company’s total variable cost per package is $12, which results in a gross
margin of 60% per package.
Sales and Marketing. The company expects the production of its infomercial, which will also include the
cost of production of the instructional video, to total $250,000. We estimate il will cost DoubleStrike
$0.54 to reach a thousand viewers (source: McCann Erikson).
Dividends. DoubleStrike plans a dividend, calculated as 90% o f excess cash for a given month. Excess cash is
calculated as cash greater than 50% o f sales for that month.
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GymBmldy
T ka m L k a d k h ’ s N a m k : R o s s F r i k d m a n

E-M aII,:

ROSSF@SKAS.lJI*KNN.KMI

Bi•ie11><'scri|>tion:
The total fitness solution providing workout tracking and advice.
Funding Sought:
CymBuddy is looking lor funding to refine the proof of concept, hire the development team, establish
manufacturing agreements, begin to establish partnerships with fitness facility chains, and make initial
sales agreements. We are looking for equity financing in the range of $2 million to start these operations,
and initialize our marketing campaign. There will he approximately $75,000 in seed capital for
bootstrapping the initial business, but the first round of financing will accelerate the time to market.
I>«■scripliou o f Itiisincss:
CymBuddy is a complete and total fitness solution designed to meet the needs of individuals who use
exercise facilities. CymBuddy enables equipment to recognize who you are, adjust to your personal
desired settings, guide you through your workout, show you how to properly perform each exercise, track
your workout for you, and offer you proven advice. Flat-paneled computer displays at each machine
accomplish this by transferring information to and front a central repository that is also accessible
through an online website. Within the physical fitness industry, our market is the exercise facilities, which
had 61.8% increase between 1987 and 2000. By directly selling to large gyms in densely populated cities,
CymBuddy will use a co-brandcd marketing campaign similar to Intel and Nutrasweet. Facilities will have
a competitive advantage by having a GyntBuddy system, and will advertise this difference, which will lead
other gyms to buy CymBuddy, and so on. The management team currently consists of gym enthusiasts,
and is looking to add seasoned physical fitness professionals and personalities (i.e., Bally Fitness
management and Arnold Schwarzenegger). Current progress includes a very promising concept test and
market analysis as well as a rough proof of concept. Milestones will include fully developed prototype and
beta version, first client, and published articles on CymBuddy benefits for a facility's member retention.
Financial Projections:

2002
2700
810

2003

2004

13500
4050

46440
13932

Innesto Corporation
T kam L eader' s Name : I’ m i R oiiricht
E mail A ddress :
proiiriciit O ppl - tiierapedtics . com

Brief Description:
Innesto's mission is to address the significant medical problem of an insufficient sti|)])ly of organs, tissues
and cells for transplantation into humans through the development of xenotransplantation. Nuclear
transfer, or "cloning" combined with other strategies, offer the potential to create genetically modified pigs
whose tissues can he made compatible for transplantation.
Funding Sought:
Innesto is being established as a new spinout of FPL Therapeutics pie (LSE: PTII.L), the company that
pioneered nuclear transfer technology, which resulted in the creation of "Dolly", the world?s first mammal
cloned from an adult cell. PPL initiated a 3-year research effort into the development of a comprehensive
xenograft program based on this technology. In vitro proof of concept has been established. PPL will
contribute its technology and intellectual property portfolio in exchange for equity in Innesto. The
Company seeks a total of $20 million over a 4-year period; a multi-tiered equity option plan has been
defined based on milestones achieved. Option period one funding requirement is $3 million. Proceeds
from the investment in Innesto will be used to support ongoing research that within 4 years is expected to
progress to tin1stage of initiation of human clinical trials for transplant organs and tissues into humans.
Detailed Description:
The most urgent problem in transplantation today is a shortage of donor organs and tissues. Innesto's
mission is to create an endless supply of available donor organs, tissues and cells through the development
of xenotransplantation, the transfer of organs or tissues to human recipients from genetically engineered
pigs. Innesto is being formed as a spinout of PPL Therapeutics pic, the company that pioneered nuclear
transfer or "cloning" technology, which now offers the potential to create genetically modif ied pigs whose
tissues can he made compatible for transplantation. Innesto will develop the specialized pigs, retaining
manufacturing rights, and partner with pharmaceutical companies who will deliver the product. To the
market. In vitro proof of concept for the technology platform has been established, and cloned pigs have
been developed. Innesto expects that human clinical trials can begin within 4 years of the formation of the
company, indicating key technical developments have been accomplished and in vivo proof of concept
completed. Innesto management has successfully brought 3 products from concept through to advanced
clinical trials, and has significant experience in the management of new technology development in the
field of human clinical biotechnology.
Financial Projections: Not Provided at Press Time

:tl

O n lin e C lin ic a l T r ia l R e c r u it m e n t
Tic am L kadkr’ s N amic: S unny J\ in
E mail :
s.iainv@ yai ioo . com

Iti•it*11>. ■script ion:
A platfortn to bring together the medical professionals, patients and drug researchers to match patients
with clinical trials and help medical professionals to develop electronic patient records to support medical
research and improve operational efficiency.
Eimding Sought:
We are looking for approximately $ 500.000 in initial financing. This woidd support the start-up and
development activities lor I year. The funds would he used mainly for software development and
intrastructure (salary, server, supporting software from other vendors) and market development
(advertisement in journals, conferences, free software, travel) and support services. The financing would
he allocated as equity.
Detailed l><‘scription:
The pharmaceutical industry, government health agencies, medical professional and patients have comple
mentary needs to participate in medical research through clinical trials. We will offer a platform to bring
together these entities to facilitate the recruitment of patients for clinical trials and develop electronic
medical records (KIY1R) to support medical research. Our products include a software which allows
medical professionals to generate electronic patient records and a web-site which lists clinical trials from
pharmaceutical companies with recruitment criterion for patients. Physicians and patients can run a
search for clinical trials and enroll in them. Our target market are single and multi-physician practices
and we will initially focus on large disease segments (cardiovascular, depression, diabetes) which are
treated by these physicians and do not require hospitalization. Our strategy would be to develop a critical
mass of medical professionals (about 5000 physicians) to use our software to generate patient records and
leverage the information lo search for clinical trials. We will partner with the companies with a large userbase for KM K products and offer them our value addition of linking with the pharmaceutical companies
which increases their market potential. With a core user-base pharmaceutical companies will see the value
to advertise on our site and enroll patients. The competition is fragmented into companies which provide
software to generate EMII and a few web-sites which allow users to search for clinical trials. I hese two
entities are not connected and the integration of these two components is our value proposition. I he
current management team has background in pharmaceutical research and software applications.
Eiuaneial Projections: Not Provided at Press Time

Sandbox
T eam L eader ’ s N ame : O ke O karo
E mail:
ookaro ^ wharton . upeivn. edu

Brief Description:
Sandbox is a multimedia network and application service provider (IN A S P ) that is developing the
infrastructure that will power multimedia content distribution for enterprises and Internet-based
businesses. In-addition, Sandbox is also developing suites of cutting edge applications and management
tools geared towards providing its customers with a competitive advantage through more efficient and
timely management and exchange of content, which will lead to process efficiencies and closer
relationships with their customers.
Funding Sought:
$15-20 million
Financial Projections:
Revenues:
Net Income:

2001
11,590,216
(13,237,247)

2002
25,655,432
(7,009,381)

2 00 3
49,310,864
4,860,338

2004
102,743,456
20,679,199

2 00 5
205,486,912
54,255,677

Judges: P hase I
JUDGE IN AMP
Mr. Jeffrey Baltin
Mr. Jerry Bedrin
Mr. Lawrence Berger
Mr. Thomas Bonney
Mr. Adam Breslin
Mr. Ken Brut man
Mr. Collin Brown 111
Mr. Melvin J. Burkinan. Esq.
Mr. Bryan Burkhart
Mr. Jeff Carpenter
Mr. Joseph Chang
Mr. Herbert Cohen
Mr. Thomas Ferguson
Mr. Adam C. Greenberger
Mr. Philip Ileifetz
Ms. Leslie Light
Mr. John Lusk
Mr. Howard Lee Morgan
Mr. Seth Kessler
Ms. Nicole Kuhin
Mr. Ken Kovan
Mr. Jim Millar
Mr. Kevin Miller
Mr. Adam Moskow
Mr. Fred Newberg
Mr. Scott Nissenbauni
Mr. David Planeaux
Mr. Nathaniel Prentice
Mr. Matthew Rieke, M.l).
Mr. Joseph Ritchie
Mr. David Rode
Mr. Jeffrey Rollins
Mr. Doug Schaedler
Mr. Neil Shah
Mr. Sandip Singh
Mr. Jonas Stiklorius
Mr. Matthew Storm
Mr. Nick Trniano

C om pan y N ame
Antiphony
Excentia
Akcelerant Holdings, Inc.
Excentia, Inc.
Aeon Investments
Marakon Associates
Callidus Software, Inc.

GeneMachines
Deutsche Banc. Alex Brown
Plant Genix, Inc.
VantagePoint Network
Platinum Concepts, Inc
idealah! new york
Servador, Inc.
Cornerstone (Capital Advisors
Wyeth -Ayesrst Pharmaceuticals
Early Stage Enterprises, LP
RCM Technologies, Inc.
Entrepreneurial Consulting
NewCap, Inc.
Pennsylvania Early Stage Partners
Siebel Systems, Inc.
Paine Webber Inc.
Pennsylvania Early Stage Partners
Trammell Crow Higher Education Services
Safeguard Scientifics
Brandywine Center Management
VerticaJNet, Inc.
Ilersha Group
Siebel Systems, Inc.
VertioalNet, Inc.
SCI’ Private Equity Partners

A ndersen

Movers, shakers
and deal makers.
You disturb the status quo. You belong to a unique group of movers,
shakers and deal makers— people building new business models and
creating value in a time of volatility. To get to the front, you move fast
and you need partners to keep up with you.
For close to a century, Arthur Andersen has helped create and maintain
companies of lasting value by providing the best industry training and
impeccable client service. Our experts move fast, offer the best thinking,
and help you stay focused on leading the pack.

Assurance
Business Consulting
Corporate Finance
eBusiness
Human Capital
Legal Services
Outsourcing
Risk Consulting
Tax Services

From incubators to venture capital, Global Best Practices to next practices,
advanced technology to tax, we have the experts, unique tools, and
knowledge to help you stay focused and successful.
For more information, call Brian Hughes at 215 241 8292, or via e-mail at
brian.f.hughes<f''us.arthuranderson.com

w w w .a rth u ra n d e rs e n .c o m /e n te rp ris e
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W harton V enture In itiation Program
I he W harton Venture Initiation Program (VIP) provides University o f Pennsylvania students w ith the entrepreneurial-management
education. sup|x>rt, and facilities essential fo r starting successful new businesses. The VIP
Programs and the W harton Small Business Development Center

created by W harton Entrepreneurial

prim arily guides students through the final steps o f starling their

enterprises and approaching capital markets, lire VIP also connects students to the world-class entrepreneurial resources o l Penn
and its global networks

In addition, the VIP offer's expertise in legal issues, management, marketing, operations, and business

planning. A ll VIP services are provide*! free o f charge. VIP Ix-nefits include the following:

Coordinated Access:

The VIP offers coordinated access to the w ide range o f resourc es available at Penn and serves as the

focal |X)ini in p o v id in g the structure, processes, and environm ent necessary to encourage and support student entrepreneurs.

Experienced Contacts.

The \ II draw's u jx m a w ide range of contacts w ith University alumni, regional business leaders, and

venture capitalists w h o serve as mentor's and advisors to our clients.

Free WSBDC Management-Certification Courses;

VIP clients enjoy free access to WSBDC m am ipenieni-coilillration courses.

To leant mote about the W harton Venture Initiation program, please visit our website:
< h llp '//w h d rto n s b d c .w h arlon.u penn.edu/vip20 applicalion.pdf> or send us e-mail: <VIPapplicalion@ whafton.upenn.edu>
All applications should be mailed to this address:
Wharton Small Business Development Center, 3 5 3 5 Market Steel, Suite 7 2 5 , Philadelphia, PA 1 9 1 04-3309

The Wharton School
U n iv e rsity o f P e n n sy lv a n ia

Judges: Phase II
JUDGE NAIWK
Mr. Robert Alig
Mr. John Bahiec
Ms. Wendy Beetlestone
Mr. ken Brotman
Mr. Lon Chow
Mr.Ste|>lien P. Crane
Ms. Anne-Marie Corner
Mr. Bohert Driscoll
Mr. John Fitzgerald
Mr. Andrew S. Goodman
Ms. 1lolly 1lagens
Mr. I)iv Ilarish
Mr. William Harrington
Mi-. Robert Herzog
Mr. Kevin 1lolohan
Mr. Brian 1lughes
Mr. Brandon 11nil
Mr. Sean Jaeohsolin
Mr. Garrett Kanehann
Mr. Wayne Kiinmel
Mr. Riehard Levin
Mr. Mark Mannino
Mr. Shawn Marcell
Mr. Amarish Mehta
Mr. Dean Miller
Mr. Sherrill Neff
Mr. Brad Oberwager
Mr. Thomas Penn
Mr. Michael Purcell
Mr. Clint Selunidt
Mr. Roger Shill man
Mr. Joshua R. Slavitt
Mr. Christopher Starr
Mr. Jonas Sliklorius
Mr. Christopher Van Buren
Mr. Tal Zamir
Ms. Michele Zu jkowski

C om pany N am f
Katalyst
Sehnader Harrison Segal & Lewis, LLP
Aeon Investments
Apex Venture Partners
Ernst & Young LLP
Biosyn Research & Development
Mellon Ventures, Ine.
Katalyst
GE Capital Commercial Equipment Einanei
Domain Associates
YPoint Capital
Vista Ventures
ExchangePath.com
Arthur Andersen LLP
Cardinal Partners
eLancr
Questor Management Company
Eastern Technology Fund
Hartford Financial Corp.
Bain & Company
Bolton Capital Corporation
Advantage Capital Partners
Pennsylvania Early Stage Partners
Neose Technologies, Ine.
Blue Tiger Networks
Meridian Venture Partners
Deloitte
Touche LLP
1lalf.com
Tiger Electronics, Ltd.
Synnestvedt & Leehner LLP
Eastern Technology Fund
VertiealNet, Ine.
iMedium
Brand Equity Ventures

Judges: Phase III
Judge N ame

Company N ame

Mr.
Ms.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Dr.
Mr.
Ms.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Dr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Ms.
Ms.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Allen Capital Markets, LEG
Blue Rock Capital
l)B Alex Brown
Visto <lorporalion
Robertson Stephens International, Ltd
campsix
Cordova Ventures
S.R. One, Ltd., KuclidSR Partners, LI
Liberty Digital, Inc.
Phoenician Ventures I, L.P.
Canaan Partners
Vcall
IIGR Co., Inc
CIRC World Markets
Information Technology Ventures
Annovis, Inc
Bear Stearns & Co. Inc.
WaSatch Venture Fund
Bolton Capital Corporation
Phoenician Ventures I, L.P.
Enron Corp.
Hummer Winblad Venture Partners
Cross Atlantic Capital Partners
Boo/.-Allen & Hamilton
Verizon Avenue Corp.
Individual Investor Group, Inc
CommcrccNet Investment Initiatives
Flatiron Partners

Dexter ISIake
Virginia Honker
Albert C. Boris III
Doug Brarkliill
d a r k ( lallander
INeil ( adieu
T. Foreht Dagi
Barbara .1. Dalton
( iraig Enenstein
Tanii Fratis
Janies Kurnivall
Michael Giampelroni
Daniel Gold
Marshall Ileinbcrg
Sam Lee
Maria Maeeeechini
Ralph Mack
Kent Madsen
Shawn Marcell
Leslie Broildo Mitts
Christie Patrick
Kenneth Pereira
Glenn Rieger
Audi ■cw Sanihrook
John Slavig
Jonathan Steinberg
Ash Vasudcvan
Fred Wilson

M entors A nd W orkshops
Mentors
INa....
Mr. Bohert Alig
Mr. Jason Breemen
Mi’. William Bromley
Mr. Bohert Field, Ph.I)., M.IMI.. J.l)
Mr. Dan Coluh
Mr. Div Harisli
Mr. Sean Jaeohsohn
Mr. Steve Katz
Ms. Liza Millet
Mr. Adam Moskow
Professor Arnold Bosoff
Mr. Boger Sheftel
Mr. Bichard Silfen
Mr. Christopher Starr
Mr. John Ulrich

Company
Katalyst
Clohal Expansion, EEC
Sierra Financial Corp
University of the Sciences in Philadelphia
Morgan Lewis iN Bockius LLP
NPoint Capital
eLanee

Entrepreneurial Consulting
W harton School
AttendBy Well.com
Morgan Lewis (N Bockius LLP
Eastern Technology Fund
Foster Chamberlain, EEC

Workshops
Title
"Handling Legal Aspects,"
"Ilow to Write a Business Plan I,"
"How to Write a Business Plan II,"
"What VC’s Want,"
"Performing Market Beseareh"

Presenter
Bohert Borghe.se, Esq, Wharton School
Professor Haffi Amit, Wharton School
Professor Ian MacMillan. Wharton School
Mi-. Terry Collison, Blue Bock Capital
Mr. Brian Hughes, Arthur Andersen
Professor John Holland. Wharton School
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eenn s campus suhniitted these entries, totaling 345 Phase I

and 196 Phase II participants (Table I).

T a b le

1.

P a r t ie ip u iil D i s t r i b u t i o n a c r o s s
U n iv e r s it y o f P e n n s v l v a n i a S c h o o l s

Phase 1
School

Number o f

Percentage

Number o f

Percentage

5 1 .5 9 %

111

5 6 .6 3 %

1 8 .2 6 %

37

1 8 .8 8 %

7 .2 5 %

8

4 .0 8 %

5 .5 1 %

7

3 .5 7 %

1 .1 6 %

I

0 51%

1 6 .2 3 %

32

1 6 .3 3 %

1 0 0 .0 0 %

196

1 0 0 .0 0 % ——

Participating Students
Wharton

178

engineering

63

Medicine

23

School of Arts

19

and Sciences
Law

4.

( tiller

56

Total

345

'

Phase II

Business concepts were
spread across many different industries although there was stroll g weighting
towards the Internet in Phase I with a total of 43 entries, and t<
owards Services in Phase II with 17 Phase
11 entries (Table 2).

Table 2.

Business Concept Entries by Industry Classification
i n

*

Concepts

Many of the participants in this year’s Competition were on multiple teams (Table 3). In addition, there
were some participants who were team leaders on more than one concept entry (Table 4).

T a b le 3.

Concept Entry Number and Participant Frequency
Phase I

Phase II

Number of
Concepts Entered

Partieipant Frequency

Participant Frequency

7
5

2

4

4
14

3

15

2

2

39

14

1
Total

132

180

345

196

________

Table 4. Entries per Lreader
Phase I
Participant (1.leader) Frequency

Number o f
Concepts Entered

Phase II
Participant (Leader) Frequency

5

1

4

1
6

1

3
2
1

16

4

130

71

189

76

Team sizes varied from sole entries up to the largest team composed of 10 participants (Table 5).

i a in c

—------Phase I

Phase II

Team Size

Frequency

Frequency

1

56

12

54

23

45

27

4

11

6

3

10

5

6

8

1

2

0

3

1

9

0

0

10

0

1

189

76

2
3

_______ _______

8

Total

_________________
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W harton E ntrepreneurial Programs
Wharton s Entrepreneui ial I 1 obtains enjoy an international reputation for leadership in entrepren eu rial
research, teaching, and assistance to small and large (inns. Wharton was the first business school in th e
United States to create a (-enter for entrepreneurial research and a lull curriculum in entrepreneurial
studies. Each year the academic and outreach programs provide more than 2,000 undergraduate and
graduate students the opportunity to learn from, act, and think like entrepreneurs.
Part of the School’s Management Department, Wharton Entrepreneurial Programs include the G oergen
Entrepreneurial Management Program, the Sol C. Snider Entrepreneurial Research Center and a m u n l.o r
ol outreach activities that include. Whaiton Business Plan Competition, Venture Initiation P rogram ,
Wharton Small Business Development Center, PA Small Business Development Center, and Family
Controlled Corporation Programs.

C ongratulations

to all

2000-2001 BPC Participants

W harton

Wharton Business Plan Competition
W harton Entrepreneurial Programs
4th Floor Vance Hall
3733 Spruce Street
Philadelphia, PA 19104
215-8 98-4 856

The Wharton School
U n iversity o f P e n n sy lv a n '

